NAME: ___________________________________

Assessment Criteria for Non-Term Papers: (20 points)

Version 1 Submitted: _____ /2 points
Follows Procedure: _____ /4 points
Writing components: _____ /4 points
Use of mathematics: _____ /4 points
Historical Context: _____ /3 points
Style/Creativity/etc.: _____ /3 points

TOTAL= _____ /20 points

COMMENTS:

====================================================================================================

NAME: ___________________________________

Assessment Criteria for Term Paper: (30 points)

V1 Lateness (-1 pts/day): ___
Topic/Rationale: _____ /1 points
Outline/References: _____ /3 points
Version 1 completeness: _____ /2 points
Writing components: _____ /8 points
Use/presentation of mathematics _____ /8 points
Historical Context: _____ /4 points
Style/Creativity/etc.: _____ /4 points

TOTAL: _____ /30 points

Comments: